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Tsvetana Dimitrova (Sofija University) 

Relativizers in the history of Bulgarian 

 
The status of the invariable relativizer deto ‘that, which’ and wh-relativizers in present-day 
Bulgarian have been already discussed in the literature (Rudin 1986; Krapova 2009), and 
there are a number of studies on the relativizers in the history of Bulgarian (for an 
extensive review of their origin, functions, categorial and functional status, see Iliev 2012 
and the bibliography there; Bujukliev 1977).  

The proposed talk will offer observation on the distribution of the relativizers in the 
history of Bulgarian with respect to the status and properties of the (relative) clauses they 
introduce (the texts to be excerpted are representative for the different stages in the history 
of Bulgarian, with a focus on Middle Bulgarian (the Troya Legend, the German Codex) 
and Early Modern Bulgarian (Troyanski Damaskin, Loveshki Damaskin and other texts 
that are part of the Historical Corpus of Bulgarian Language), with comparative data from 
Old Church Slavonic (Codex Marianus, Codex Zographensis and Codex Suprasliensis). 
The relativizing markers in the focus of the study (except for the old relative pronoun iže 
‘who, which’ which were very early replaced by other elements) are: the declinable wh-
constituents – kъto ‘who’, čьto ‘which, what’, kotorь ‘who’, kyi ‘who’ (among others), and 
koito ‘who’ – vs. the indeclinable deto ‘what, which, that’, što ‘what’, štoto ‘what’, etc.  

The study is based on evidence from diachronic data and includes an overview of the 
status of the relativising markers with free relatives, correlatives, relative clauses that are 
nominal modifiers to a full nominal head, subjunctive relatives, etc. The analysis will take 
into account evidence with regard to: lexico-semantic and grammatical features of the 
modified noun phrase (subclass of the noun head and the modifiers; definiteness – the 
article on the head noun and on modifiers, demonstrative pronouns or pronominal 
adjectives as modifiers; syntactic functions of the head noun in the matrix clause and of the 
relativising constituent in the relative clause); resumptives (clitic or non-clitic); position of 
the relative clause (pre-posed or post-posed with respect to the full nominal head); co-
occurrence of the relativizers and clitics; etc. For instance, it is observed that deto is used 
as a relativizing marker in subjunctive relative clauses and in modifier relative clauses to 
noun phrases (ex. 1), in phrases (noun, adverbial and prepositional phrases) with locative 
meaning (ex. 2); as a complementizer with factive clauses (ex. 3); wh-elements are found 
in free relatives (with koito 'who' often occurring in free relatives (ex. 4) and correlatives 
(ex. 5). A comparison will be made between deto and the other invariable relativisers što 
and štoto with respect to the contexts in which they occur (što is found more often with 
free relatives; both što and štoto in modifier relative clauses to full nominal – or 
pronominal – heads, both with animate and inanimate referents). The study will involve 
discussion on quantitative data on the status of the relativizers and their clausal position. 
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Examples1 

(1) и За́повѣдь бжïа.  дето ́ да се не покло́нишь  
 I zapovĕdь božia deto da se ne poklonišь 
 And order of-God that (1а) to ReflCL not bow 
 дрꙋѓомꙋ бꙋ, тъ́кмо єдномꙋ ́ бꙋ, дето ́ е стори́ль  
 drugomu bogu tъkmo ednomu bogu deto e storilь 
 оther God only one/the one God who (1b) is created 
 нбо и землю и си́чкы свѣт́ь. 
 nebo i zemlju i sičky svĕtъ 
 Sky and earth and whole world 
 
(2) ами ́ и по си́чкы свѣт́ъ. дето ́ на́шь оу́мь не мо́же да сти́гне,  
 ami i po sičky svĕtъ deto našь umь ne može da stigne 
 But also on entire world where our brain not can to reach 
 
(3) Ами ́ ны́е слꙋш́аме на сѣды ́ днь, дето ́ ны ́ оу́чи сто́е 
 Ami nye slušame na sĕdy dьnь deto ny uči svetoe 
 But we listen on judging day as us learn holy 
 Еѵ҇ⷢлїе: 
 evangelie 
 Gospel 
 
(4) И ко́йто ще да по́йде да се смѣс́и със' тѣⷯ,́  
 I koyto šte da poyde da se smĕsi sъs tĕhъ 
 and who will to come to ReflCL mix with them 
 
(5) ѻт́и ко́йто дꙋм́а така́, то́й чи́ни ба кри́ва 
 oti koyto duma taka toy čini boga kriva 
 because who say that he deem God at-fault 

                                                
1 All examples in this abstract are excerpted from Troyanski Damaskin. 


